Quantitative electron-excited x-ray microanalysis performed at low beam energy (E 0 ≤ 5 keV) offers significant advantages: (1) The linear dimensions of the electron interaction volume scale approximately as E 0 1.67 so that both lateral and in-depth spatial resolution are improved compared to the "conventional" beam energy range (10 keV to 30 keV). (2) Minimized x-ray absorption: As a direct consequence of the reduced beam penetration, x-ray absorption is significantly reduced and its impact on the analytical error budget is minimized. (3) For particle analysis, the greatly decreased electron range means that smaller particles can effectively be treated as bulk targets for quantitation. Instrumental advances have greatly improved low beam energy x-ray measurements: (1) Modern thermal field emission gun electron optics can deliver an analytically useful current into a beam diameter of 25 nm or less, minimizing the beam contribution to the limiting spatial resolution. (2) Large solid angle SDD-EDS systems, often consisting of arrays of detectors that can capture x-rays emitted over a broad range of azimuthal angle, enable collection of statistically robust spectra in reasonable measurement time that maximize the analytical information per unit electron dose. (3) The throughput of SDD-EDS enables collection of high count spectra, and the outstanding stability of SDD-EDS resolution and calibration with count rate provides the invariant peak shapes that enable successful multiple linear least squares peak fitting. Strongly interfering peaks can be accurately measured, even when the mutually interfering peaks have large ratios of relative intensity. Accurate SDD-EDS microanalysis performed with E 0 from 5 keV to 10 keV of materials containing the low atomic number elements B to F, which must be measured with photon energy peaks below 1 keV, has been demonstrated [1]. These advances suggest that it is now a propitious time to further explore the limits of quantitation at low beam energy. Low beam energy x-ray microanalysis is subject to several challenges: (1) While low beam energy SEM imaging can be performed with landing kinetic energies of a few hundred eV or even lower, the minimum useful beam energy for x-ray microanalysis depends on the elements to be measured. For adequate excitation above the continuum background, it is desirable that the overvoltage, U = E 0 /E c , where E c is the critical ionization energy for the atomic shell of interest, is at least 2 for the highest E c to be measured. Values of U in the range 1 < U ≤ 2 are of course possible, but the peak-to-background decreases sharply below U = 2. E 0 = 5 keV is the lowest beam energy at which there is a measureable characteristic peak for the entire Periodic Table, ] It is useful to construct an x-ray sampling depth axis parallel to the photon energy axis of the spectrum, as shown in Figure 1 . In this case for 60Au-40Ag, AuM 5 -N 7 (AuM 5 = 2.21 keV) xrays are created to a depth of 74 nm, while AgL 3 -M 5 (AgL 3 = 3.35 keV) are created to a depth of 48 nm, meaning that there is a factor of 1.5 in linear dimension and 3.7 in volume over which the material being analyzed must be homogeneous to satisfy the basic requirement of the bulk quantification model. (3) The shallow sampling depth under low beam energy analysis conditions must be carefully considered when interpreting results. Surface oxide or other reaction layers and contamination that may be unnoticed at E 0 = 20 keV can dominate the 1875
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